SALUMET – 23rd May 2011
This was the first Salumet meeting at Eileen’s house,
as Lilian was no longer able to hold them at her
house. New curtains had been ordered, but with the
existing curtains, more light than usual was entering
the room. Paul was prepared for this rare
opportunity to video Eileen in full trance. There was
just sufficient light—so video from this meeting can
be seen on www.salumetandfriends.org and on Utube.
Good evening.
Lilian: Good evening.
I am happy to be with you this time.
Lilian: Yes, we’re very happy to have you join us
again.
George: A big welcome to you at our new location.
Apologies if it is a little lighter than usual. I think we
will be darkening later. I hope this is not too much
discomfort for you to have this amount of light.
Thank you. I ,of course, am aware of this and I have
made adjustments for it, but of course, the dimness
of your light, not only makes me more comfortable,
but helps you all to relax a little more.
Lilian: That’s very true!
Of course, I would like to say, it is not the location
that is important, but having the instrument to use.
I would like to say to you, my dear friends that
because of the slight adjustments, my words may
seem a little more laboured this time. Therefore, I
will say what I wish to say to you: we have been
aware from our side of life, how much distress
there is in your world at this time. All too often we
hear people say: ‘what is happening to our world?’
So many ‘catastrophes’, as you call it—so many
forces of nature being destructive, so many of your
people coming to our world. I hasten to add, my
dear friends—do not be afraid, it is all part of your
evolution. Although, at this time, it seems that life
is not as it should be, I am here to tell you that it is
the structure of your world to experience these
things at this time. So I say to you, my dear friends,
do not allow fear or despair to cloud over you—be
positive in your thinking, and continue to ask help
for those in need.

George: Yes. Could I say, some of us have been
reading more of the author Lobsang Rampa, and the
Tibetans—their culture that he writes about—they
have a so much stronger realisation of life’s
continuation, whether on the planet or in spirit, and
I think I’m right in saying that there is much less fear
in that Tibetan culture as a result of this.
Yes, I would say to you all to strive for that way of
living, where fear becomes obsolete, where
positive thinking and knowledge is to the forefront
of your thinking. This, my dear friends, I have
always tried to tell you—never to live in fear,
because you know what lies ahead of you, and as
you know, ‘fear’ will only attract more fear. And I
am speaking about not only your world, but all of
those other worlds that are inhabited with beings.
Fear has always been the root of unsettlement. It
has always made people afraid of what is to come.
What is to come is a life in spirit which is full of love
and goodness. That is what you must focus on. I
have told you in past times that even to believe, is
not really strong enough, but you must have that
all-knowing—that is what you must strive for. So
many people in your world at this time are afraid of
their own footsteps. They live in the shadow of
fear.
Sarah: And that’s where a lot of the trouble comes
from—
Yes—fear creates more fear. Send love to those
people—give of your love and your time to send
thoughts to all those in spiritual darkness; not only
here, but those in our world also, who are afraid to
move forward.
Pause
There is much good on your planet. Focus upon the
beauty which the Creator has given to you. You
may live in a world of fear, but you also live in a
world with great beauty, and also, you should have
the knowledge that you are completely surrounded
by those of us who come to you to keep you safe,
and in that knowledge, you will move forward
Paul: At the moment, it seems in the world, there’s a
lot of ‘People Power’, breaking through in different
countries. I think the idea is that everyone wants
freedom and democracy. It’s a big word,

‘democracy’, and not everyone has the same idea of
what a democracy should be, and I was wondering
whether there is any need for a democracy in the
spirit realms at all, because everyone finds their own
level—their own place that’s perfect for them and,
maybe they don’t have to struggle alongside people
with very different views. One of the problems is
living with people with such different views, and the
fairest way seems to be a democratic process where
the majority-view is what takes place. I wondered if
there are any political struggles, if you like, in the
spirit world, or is it just a human thing?
Of course it is human—yes. You will not at this
time, reach a point where all governments or all
people are in agreement. It is part of your
evolution—that each person, each nation, struggles
to find the truth of their existence. I would suggest
to you Earth people that firstly, you must go inward
and find your own democracy. You must be free—
you must be true to yourself, and that my dear
friend, covers all of humanity, no matter what
creed, what race, what colour, what country—no
matter. Until each individual goes inward and finds
that spark of divinity of which you all are—there
will always be striving for power.
George: Yes, unfortunately, we don’t have a ‘LoveYour-Neighbour Party’ in our politics.
General amusement
No, but that responsibility, my dear friend, belongs
to every individual. You must have encountered
someone whose language you cannot share, but
yet there is a bond of unity, which can make you
understand one another. That is the bond of ‘Love’,
but as I have said, at this time on your Earth planet,
there is not unity yet.
George: Yes, I can see that we have much learning
from the ‘evolutionary disasters’, if I could use that
term, so I guess ‘disasters’, in a sense, have their
purpose. And there is some indication that the
earthquakes and physical changes to the Earth
relate to our planet’s passage through the galaxy,
and I guess there are forces from without, acting on
the planet in some way or other all the time, and
these relate to the disasters. So in that sense, the
stresses on the planet have to be.

Yes, the stresses of your planet, as you call it, come
from within and without. You are not a singular
unit in all of these universes. Every planet is
connected to the other. You cannot separate this
Earth planet from any other, and say that you are
special in any way, because you do not know the
wider picture of life. It remains difficult for the
human being to fully understand the working of the
Great Creative Force.
George: And we are so grateful to you for
introducing us to other planets and other planetary
beings, and this helps in our realisation of our part in
a much greater system.
Yes, until that realisation comes, you will always
struggle with what is happening on the Earth
planet—yes; but firstly look inwards, find
yourselves within, and you become that greater
part of the universe. When that happens, your
understanding of your neighbours—your
neighbouring countries—your neighbouring
planets—neighbouring universes, will all become
much clearer for you.
George: Could I have a brief word on that? We have
the understanding that the universe is infinite—our
universe that is—so any other universes would have
to be equally infinite, but I guess on a different
wavelength or a different vibration. Does that make
sense?
Partly—your universe is connected to all other
universes and you all vibrate, yes, at slightly
different rates, depending upon the universe. We
are going much further than we have to this point. I
want you to understand, my dear friend, that all-ofexistence is inter-connected—is a mass of energy,
which pulsates as I have said, in many different
ways.
George: The different universes are inter-connected
themselves?
Yes—yes. All—all life is connected—you cannot
separate them, but at the same time it is a different
rate of energy. This is further than we have ever
gone and I do not think, at this particular time, your
understanding could encompass the details of it.
George: Yes, we understand that, but there are
many others with whom we communicate, and it’s

always nice to make some connection with the
teaching and the advancing science or scientific
theory (yes)—so thank you so much!
But what you do not want to do is to be ‘bogged
down’ as you might say, by data and information
that is really unnecessary for your knowledge (yes).
You understand?
George: I must confess, we have much—very much
unnecessary data (yes) for the way we think.
Energy fading
Yes, existence is simple—existence is love—
existence is unity—existence is ‘going within’.
Now, I feel I must leave this time—
And on this occasion there was a marked fast fadeout of energy, so that our usual farewells were in
thought only and not voiced.
George’s Notes:
1. Filming: We had rather jumped in with
both feet, hoping that, if Salumet deigned
to speak in the half light of the room, he
would accept our filming. No formal
permission was sought, but then he of
course is fully aware, knows the situation
and knows our minds.
2. Planetary stress and earthquakes: So the
forces are from without and from within.
It has been pointed out to me that Comet
Elenin (a heavenly body which may not in
fact be a comet) has had Earth alignments
at the times of recent earthquakes in
Chile, New Zealand and Japan; and there
is some concern that further alignments
destined for 26 / 27 September, 16 / 17
October and 23 November do not bode
well. But then the forces from without are
not the full influence upon this planet. So
perhaps we should be as Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain—observe
developments but ‘wait and see’.
3. Universes: We might note that Salumet,
modern science and the earlier writer of
recent mention Lobsang Rampa, all
acknowledge ‘multiple universes’. And it is
good to see such agreement on this
fundamental matter. It would appear that
they are all connected in some way and
we have been encouraged to recognise
more than this one universe in our
thoughts and prayers. And it was during
our meeting of 10th November 2008 that

we were staggered by the announcement
by a guide:
‘We have brought to you many who have
been on other planets on other universes.’
Each of us on that occasion was overshadowed by beings from other planets in
other universes. We each felt a presence
and were able to give descriptions. Wow!
That was indeed a cosmic party to be
remembered! Earlier, on 25th April 2005,
Salumet had said:
“For so long, individuals could see nothing
other than what stood before them, but all
that is changing. You know that ‘universes’
exist—your astronomers would confirm
that there is one so far that they can see,
but they believe that there are other
universes.”
4. Messages: So the messages here are
profound:
(1) Think beyond one little planet and just
one single universe
(2) Look within to find that spark
(3) Realize to the full life’s continuity and
put an end to fear
(4) Focus on the beauty of nature
(5) Love thy neighbour—and all creation!

